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domestic animals but they can’t have medical care for the workers. They can

have land subsidies for the growers but they can’t have adequate

unemployment compensation for the workers. They treat him like a farm

implement. In fact, they treat their implements better and their domestic

animals better. They have heat and insulated barns for the animals but the

workers live in beat-up shacks with no heat at all.

-Roberto Acuna

1. We may infer that the author believes that

a. workers should stop complaining and get back to work

b. farm owners are mistreating workers

c. veterinarians are better than medical doctors

d. workers should be treated like farm tools

e. growers are unable to figure out how to supply workers with running water

2. The attitude of farm owners toward workers is one of

a. neglect b. fairness

c. hostility d. favoritism

3. What inferences can we draw from the passage about what motivates the farm

owners?

a. Workers can be replaced easily at no cost to owners.

b. Farm owners are cruel people who like to make others suffer.

c. The government causes farm owners to mistreat their help by paying them

money to do so.

d. Farm owners can’t distinguish between humans and animals.
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II. The impact of the American periodical press also has been technological

and social. The large, mass-circulation magazines have influenced the

smaller magazines, which in many instances seek to imitate their

I appearance and to emulate the high quality of their painting, layout, and

I
make-up. They also have influenced magazines around the world. Europe,

for example, is given to publishing magazines resembling Lzj2  and Look,

and almost no heavily industrialized country is without its imitator of Time

(ne Link in India, Elseviers  in the Netherlands, Tiempo in Mexico, Der

Spiegel in Germany, and L’Express  in France, for example). The social

effect has to do with the discharge or failure to discharge its social

responsibilities. These responsibilities the magazine press shares with all

communications media, printed or electronics. They includes the obligation,

in a political democracy such as is the U.S.A., to provide the people with a

fair presentation of facts, with honestly held opinions, and with truthful

advertising. All but the subsidized periodicals hold-or seek to hold--to

these goals within a certain framework: that of the business order, the

private initiative, profit- making system.

- Roland E. Wolseley

1, We may infer about news magazines like Life.  Look,  and Time that

a. they are resented in European countries

j
b. they sell very well throughout the world

I c. they are respected as models for foreign magazines

d. they do not discharge social responsibilities

I - - -
e. their production costs are extremely high
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2. The writer believes that magazines

a. must make a profit at any cost

b. should not compete with television for advertising

c. should be subsidized

d. should imitate European models

e. should not accept untruthful advertising

3. We may infer about the author’s knowledge of the subject that _.

a. he knows very little about Asian or African periodicals

b. he knows a great deal about European and American magazines

c. he knows a great deal about European magazines but not much about

American magazines

d. he has worked as a magazine layout editor

e. none of these

III. The ocean cannot be dissociated from any of our problems. Though not

always properly “billed,” it is nonetheless a vital actor in the “production” of

climate, storms, agriculture, health, war and peace, trade, leisure, and

creative art. It is not merely a weather-regulating system and a resource of

food, cattle feed, fuel, and minerals. More generally, it absorbs vast

quantities of the  carbon dioxide generated by the combustion of fossil fuels,

it releases a major part of the oxygen we breathe, and it acts as a powerful

buffer to slow down or to avoid such calamities as quick variations in the

sea level, Moreover, the human body is made up of much more water than

all its components combined. A dehydrated human being would weigh little -
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more than 30 pounds. Our flesh is composed of myriads of cells, each one of

which contains a miniature ocean, less salty than today’s ocean but

comprising all the salts of the sea, probably the built-in heritage of our

distant ancestry, when some mutating fish turned into reptiles and invaded

the virgin land.

-Jacques Cousteau

1. We may infer that the author believes that

a. the ocean does not always get the attention it should as human beings try to

solve their problems

b. the ocean is polluted

c. people should do more to investigate the ocean’s resources

d. the ocean is not a weather-regulating system

e. oceans cause a number of problems for humanity

2. Between the physical makeup of the ocean and the human body, Mr. Cousteau

believes that

a. there is not much of a relationship

b. there is no evidence to suggest a relationship

c. we must study the possible relationship

d. there is much confusion

e. there is a very close relationship
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3 . According to the author, which of the following may we infer are affected by

the ocean?

a. paintings d. hunger

b. tourism e. all of the above

c. hurricanes

Read the following passage and then answer the questions that follow.

COULD DINOSAURS HAVE SURVIVED ASTEROID?

The demise of the dinosaurs 65 million years ago has been

unsuccessfully pegged to everything from poisoning and constipation to

slipped disks and infertility. One of the most engaging ideas currently in

vogue is that the dinosaurs were completely wiped out within a year or so-----I
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after an asteroid slammed into the earth, spewing dust into the atmosphere

that altered the climate and killed plants by blocking out the sun. NOW a

paleontologist at the University of Notre Dame says he has evidence that

challenges this theory too.

Keith Rigby and his colleagues recently discovered the bones of

dinosaurs that they believed lived at least 40,000 to 200,000 years into the

Paleocene epoch after the asteroid impact. The bones were found in

streambed relics in the Hell Creek rock formation of east-central Montana.

The researchers do think there was an asteroid and they

acknowledge its role in drastically reducing the number of dinosaurs. By

their own reckoning the impact killed off at least 70 percent of these

animals. But the asteroid did not deliver the final deathblow, they say.

Their studies indicate that of 13 dinosaurs species living prior to the

asteroid, 11 survived the impact. Moreover, the dinosaurs were already in

decline before the asteroid hit. .The asteroid was the icing on a cake that

had already been baked” say Rigby.

Rigby’s  group is not the first to suggest that dinosaurs lived beyond

the crash. A few years ago, Jim Fassett, a stratigrapher at the U.S.

Geological Survey in Reston,  Va., reported what he believes are Paleocene

dinosaur remains in New Mexico, which may have been left as much as 4

million years after the impact. Similar findings have been made in other

places. And the impact theory has also been challenged on other grounds.

But none of these groups has been able to convince the scientific

community of the validity of their claims. “This is the first time that there

has been conclusive that the dinosaurs did in fact survive  the impact,” says
- - - -
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Rigby.

Rigby’s  findings have yet to be reviewed by other scientists because his

group is just now submitting its complete results to Science. Fassett suspects

that Rigby’s  most difficult problem will be to prove that the bones were not

reworked--that is, not left during the Cretaceous period before the impact

and then dislodged and reburied during the Paleocene. But Rigby says he

has many pieces of evidence--such as dinosaur teeth with sharp edges that

would have been worn down by extensive reworking--that support

Paleocene origins.

Another uncertainty rests with the group’s dating of bones, which was

based on estimates of such inexact factors as sedimentary rates and changes

in river-flow patterns. Rigby notes that the dinosaurs could have lived even

longer than his projections because the fossil record abruptly stops at a layer

in which stream channels, the vehicle for collecting bones in high

concentratrons,  disappear as the climate changes.

If Rigby’s  group is correct, then the question remains why the dinosaurs

faced extinction while other species flourished. Rigby suggested that the

dinosaurs’ last days were spent along the banks of a Nilelike  river with

resources too limited to satisfy their greater needs. But the answer to

“whodunit” must await the writing of the final  chapter of this mystery.

- S. Weiburd

1. According to this article, dinosaurs were destroyed by .

a. asteroids b. overpopulation

c. climate changes d. unknown events
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2. From this article one may infer that scientists -.

a. are already certain about the results of their work

b. are never certain about the results of their work

c. are sometimes certain about results and sometimes not

d. don’t really know anything for certain

3. Another valid inference about scientists is that .

a. they can disagree about interpretations but not findings

b. their findings can be interpreted many different ways

c. they deal with facts that no one can argue about

d. they can disagree about findings but not interpretations

4. We may also infer that if Keith Rigby’s  ideas are well received it is because

a. he is popular

b. he can present his findings well

c. he tells the truth

d. he can find a live dinosaur

5. It is difficult to convince scientists that one claim is more valid than another

because they .

a. are stubborn and prejudiced people

b. need conclusive evidence before they are certain about results

c. are jealous of each other’s discoveries

d. just like to argue
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6. Being a scientist is -.

a. very difficult

b. very easy

c. mostly a matter of arguing with people

d. boring and useless

7. If Keith Rigby’s  theory is accepted, it will tell us that dinosaurs .

a. became extinct for reasons that will never be known

b. became extinct for reasons that are more complicated than we now suppose

c. became extinct for reasons that have nothing to do with asteroids

d. were very tricky animals
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